For those who have been reading here, you already know the correct information and have had useful knowledge given, to the point that after a level, one can no longer be deceived.

We know around here how the enemy works, what they tried to pull through the Global Pandemic, what their next steps are going to be, and also, why all of this has happened. One must not look at these things like uninformed people are doing.

Nobody is rioting the United States simply because of a death issued by a few corrupt cops. At least, this is what people who are engaging in this believe, but those who staged it all that, they know better. This is all a larger social exercise and attack that is being conducted right now.

The enemy is in a major attempt to sublimate all they have failed at handling before, and guide the revolutionary force to misplaced and irrelevant events, which is also going to backfire at them and everyone involved. They also became rabid that there are global movements of people questioning them, seeing them for what they do, or that people questioned all their recent implementations towards the Global Jew World Order humanity control grid.

All the circulating information has proven that there are numerous players in this, the usual MSM race baiting [backed by George Soros for example, or remember BLM Soros in short], the so called "Deep State" (much of which is comprised of Israeli Secret Intelligence spies and cohorts), and numerous other crooks, both individual but also organizations such as the ANTIFA. The ANTIFA is allowed to raze cities and do whatever it wants, and it always did that, because it was always the long hand of the State, which used these convenient idiots to go raze things when they need powerful distractions.

ANTIFA can raze, murder, loot and kill, but nothing ever really happens to them. They are always entirely protected. Every time there is a prep talk on how they will be called a Terrorist Organization but this will never really happen, no matter how many attacks they conduct worldwide. This is the leftist standard of protection, which uses these Communists to cause social destruction.
On the other hand, any other people protesting with as little as holding a flag, if their goal is to protest against something the Jewish Ruling class and oligarchy does not want, they are always immediately flagged and attacked with no mercy, many times also beaten physically and worse.

The double standard in all of this should be understood. A White person saying something "I am proud to be White", is penalized as a criminal, a "Nazi", and so forth, a racist. Asians are told in this that they simply not matter most of the time, because they are not as stupid as to mobilize against their own Nation like this, and so easily. Therefore, the Jewish system has largely abandoned hope of making them do self-destructive things, because they cannot be properly mobilized with distraction and manipulation.

However, when there is a serious question of oppression, they rise up, and we saw this in Hong Kong. For this reason, the enemy takes different measures in how they create a control grid for the Asians. This was based on straight bloodbath rather than mental manipulation, such as Mao.

Meanwhile, Black people have a strong impulse, which can be used for good or bad, and the enemy knows this. They have created carefully the means to deceive them on their feelings of fear and solidarity of another dead Black man, are allowed free range looting and destruction. To make the situation a bit more socially acceptable, they are also pampering some brainwashed Whites to go join in this case, and of course, Whites being so that they have a weakness when they see injustice applied, do join even if this whole situation is not to their strictly personal "benefit".

Of course, the "I am proud to be Black", sometimes included with "Kill Whitey" is something the Jew wants, loves and condones, since this is exactly what this is about. Every day a Gentile kills another Gentile and promotes the plans of Rabbis, is according to Jews, a happy day.

I never seen Black people being effectively allowed to protest the Jewish Industry created "Be a thugger" culture, that kills Black people by the tens of thousands every so often, but everyone will complain about a death caused by some cop. MSM has to give the green light here or nothing happens, of course.

Difference here is, as I arrayed in my documentary with the Jews in the Rap industry, the Jew makes copious and endless millions by thieving Black people and creating a thug criminal culture, so that is "moral and socially acceptable", and no matter how much death, damnation, and killing this causes, this will never be "protested", and is not even seen as a problem.
The Jews know entirely what they are doing here. Hitler warned, if you give your media to a select few of a specific tribe, you are going to have problems. The United States gets to experience this everyday.

All the media is set up around is serving the interests of the few, the jews, and in particular, promoting every agenda necessary to the Jews, with only some minor exceptions of people such as Journalists who still have a soul and they try to do a decent work.

Indeed, millions have come around over the last years to understand that Hitler said nothing of a lie, and nothing strange, in regards to the jews acting on their own individual interests when they are given and they take over specific posts in a society. All Western Countries get to experience the results of this everyday.

Give Jews your Media and they will tell you that Co-Vid slays everyone while showing you dolls in fake hospitals from 2013, your News might become CGI if this needs to serve some specific hebrew narrative. After they are found out, they will use the Media to create civil war and tell you this is somehow over the life of a Black Man, while they have manufactured the very Thug culture that has killed 9.9 out of 10 Black people in all of the United States.

Notice also last time they again tried to pull another one with the death of the Black Jogger, but this did not arise all the necessary force, so they attempted to go with another one. Maybe if this does not breed their goals, they will repeat it all again. And again. And again.

Also, notice the subliminals here, that link this event to the Co-Vid: "I can't breathe". This is clearly a tie in to sublimate the events of the Pandemic to the incident, to link energy and hate. The Co-Vid's primary concern was that it made people unable to breathe. Are they attempting to charge a second round of Coronavirus lockdowns with the energy raised from popular fear and terror with this? A valid and rather obvious question here.

Thankfully, many of the protests have been peaceful, but others, they went into the exact levels the enemy wanted. These always come with other goals in mind, such as diversion, minimizing rights, and to get people to focus elsewhere and forget the real offenses. Everyone seems to be focused on this joke of an excuse going, while essentially, the Global Economy has been literally razed to the ground, and there are so many other millions of times more important things.

Due to how much problems were heated upon people, popular rage is now being sublimated in a Jewish Plan B, which is basically to create civil war and civil unrest. For those who once said it was a "Nazi Conspiracy" that the MSM is
controlled by Jews, just consider what they did on the Pandemic [they ruined the planet financially], and now, consider they are trying to create a Talmudic Race war, that will involve Gentiles killing one another to the ground, while their previous offense is "forgotten".

The Pandemic powergrab did not go exactly all that good for the enemy. They lost essentially every front of it, except of a very few. Their overlords and those responsible for the freedom grab, were judged powerfully by the masses, and at least 1 in 3 people did not buy the whole sob story they wanted to justify ruining our rights and freedoms over the "Pandemic".

They needed a major distraction. Every time the enemy gets heat, they either try to raise some form of unrest, or major war. WW1 and even WW2 were last ditch attempts from the enemy to stop Gentiles from other important advancements, such as Pagan restoration, or advent of the information era. This always had them in terrible fear, and now that it's happening, they are lashing out on all directions and levels of human life.

Many people suffered and had tremendous losses during the Pandemic and it's handling, now, people are losing everything they built entirely in some towns, and people rage, but the primary concerns remain totally unaddressed. The conversation again was drifted to go into the same stupid avenues that the enemy always does when they are on their last legs. Everyone knows that Billy Gates is a Jew and not a White person.

Also, because Gentiles did extensive research, and fought against the disinformation, consider all that is happening now a payback from the Jews, who are basically flexing how much they want to destroy the United States. Little do people understand that engaging in this will sink everyone down the same hole, irrespective of color, creed, beliefs or race.

Jews see no race, no color, and nothing else, other than that their enemies are "Satanic Gentiles", and their sworn enemies. Their attempts will also backfire.

For the general conversation and SOME useful comments [because much of this was shilling and garbage, the enemy always tries to shill people out of researching things], are also in this thread. It was removed as it became stupid and cancerous, because some people thought it was smart to engage in the whole craze that the Jew has set up in front of us all. 
Engaging the jews in their operation is doing what the jew wants, and that is not a good thing to do for anybody. It never led any Gentiles to any form of Justice, but only pain and misery.

We as Satanists must stay above from the idiocy and look with the eye and information the Gods have given to us. Do not engage in stupidity, and stay focused. We know what's up.
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